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Spin waves propagation in ferromagnetic films, several tens of nanometers thick, have recently received
increasing attention, in view of the development of magnonic devices operating in the GHz range of frequencies.
A detailed knowledge of the dispersion curves and of the spatial characteristics of the spin-wave modes is
preliminary to any technological application, particularly in the “mesoscopic range” (50–200 nm) of film
thickness, where several dipole-exchange modes may appear in the spectrum, exhibiting frequency crossing
and hybridization as a function of their wave number. In this work, the mutual interaction and the hybridization
of the dipole-exchange spin-wave modes was investigated in a nitrogen-implanted iron (Fe-N) film, 78-nm-thick,
in-plane magnetized. The spin-wave dispersion curves were measured by using Brillouin light scattering, and the
experimental results were interpreted combining micromagnetic simulations and theoretical calculations in the
framework of a dipole-exchange spin-wave mode approach. A noticeable hybridization between the spin-wave
modes was observed, due to the simultaneous presence of a marked perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and a
rather high saturation magnetization. The hybridization was found to induce a very large gap (ν ≈ 5 GHz)
between the low-frequency spin waves at high wave vector (k ≈ 105 rad/cm). Consequently, in such a k range
the simultaneous presence of two spin-wave modes with sizeable (vg ≈ 1.5 km/s) but opposite group velocity
was observed, opening a way for the potential use of Fe-N films in magnon spintronics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.100.104406
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin-wave (SW) states, introduced by Felix Bloch in 1930,
are the lowest-lying excited levels of an ordered ferromagnet,
and thus the most important ones from the thermodynamics
point of view. In spite of this long period of time, during
which the spin dynamics was investigated in a variety of
magnetically ordered systems [1], a revival in the study of spin
waves took place in recent years because research fields, such
as magnon spintronics [2–5], emerged at the border between
spin dynamics and nanoscale devices. In this context, spin
waves can be used to carry and process information, with the
perspective of avoiding ohmic losses and preventing energy
dissipation. Historically, applications in telecommunication
systems and radars [6] were concerned with spin waves in
the GHz range of frequencies, propagating in several μm
thick films of low-dissipating materials, such as Yttrium Iron
Garnet (YIG). Similar films were also exploited more recently
to achieve the Bose-Einstein condensation of magnons at
room temperature [7,8]. In such relatively thick films, the SW
spectrum is quasicontinuum, given the large number of guided
modes; nevertheless, one can put in evidence the so-called
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Damon-Eshbach (DE) surface mode, when the magnetostatic
surface spin-wave (MSSW) geometry (film magnetized in-
plane and SW wave vector orthogonal to the magnetization) is
exploited [5]. If the film thickness is reduced below 20–30 nm,
on the other hand, only one mode is observed at GHz fre-
quencies, still named the DE mode in the MSSW geometry,
characterized by a rather uniform spatial profile across the
film thickness. This is because the rich spectrum of perpen-
dicularly standing spin waves (PSSW) is lifted to much higher
frequencies, due to the vertical confinements effect and the
consequent cost, in terms of exchange energy, of one or more
nodes across the film thickness. For instance, a recent study of
the propagation of the DE mode in a 30- nm-thick YIG film
[9] demonstrated a strong protection against backscattering
from surface defects, in a wide range of wave vectors (0 <
k < 106 rad/cm), where its frequency lies inside the gap
of the PSSW modes. It is notable that this protection is a
consequence of the breaking of time-reversal symmetry due
to off-diagonal terms in the dipolar interaction tensor. For
film thickness in the “mesoscopic range” between about 50
and a few hundreds of nanometers, instead, the SW spectrum
can be rather complex, since it consists of several discrete
modes in the range between 1 and 30 GHz. These modes result
from the mixing and the hybridization of the DE and PSSW
modes, and they have attracted considerable interest both in
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the context of metallic films [10,11] and of YIG/metallic layer
heterostructures [12,13]. All these studies put in evidence
that, in the current effort to design high-frequency devices, it
can be important to achieve efficient excitation of high-order
discrete modes in films with “mesoscopic thickness”, where
the hybridization of the DE mode with one or more PSSW
modes allows one to operate at much higher frequency with
respect to the case of the ordinary DE mode of thin films.
In this respect, it has been found that relevant SW properties
are significantly affected by the strong hybridization between
PSSW and DE modes [11,14]. In particular, an enhancement
of the group velocity of both the DE and the PSSW modes has
been observed [13].
Therefore, a detailed knowledge of the SW spectrum is
mandatory to design highly efficient magnonic devices.
In this paper, we present an accurate study of the lowest
SW modes propagating in the MSSW geometry in an in-plane
magnetized nitrogen-implanted iron thin film (Fe-N) [15],
78-nm thick. This material represents a very suitable system to
investigate the SW modes interaction, because its marked per-
pendicular magnetic anisotropy, combined with a rather high
saturation magnetization, results in quite large off-diagonal
terms of the dipolar interaction tensor. In previous papers
[16,17], some of us have investigated the magnetization con-
figuration and the ferromagnetic resonance (corresponding to
SW’s with zero wave vector) of such a film, which presents
a 100-nm-periodic magnetic stripe domain structure [18] for
sufficiently low intensities of an in-plane applied magnetic
field. Here, instead, we report an accurate study of the lowest
SW modes of a Fe-N film, 78-nm thick, in the presence of a
saturating magnetic field applied in plane, but perpendicular
to the SW propagation direction (MSSW geometry).
The SW dispersion relation has been measured by Bril-
louin light scattering (BLS) and compared to micromag-
netic simulations, based on a graphic processing unit (GPU)-
accelerated software [19]. The agreement was very good and
we were able to account not only for the dependence of the
frequency on the SW propagation wave vector, but also for
the marked asymmetry between Stokes and anti-Stokes sides
of the BLS spectra, which reflects the intrinsic nonreciprocity
of some of the modes. Moreover, theoretical calculations
have been performed solving the linearized Landau-Lifshitz
equations of motion in the framework of the spin-wave mode
approach [20–24]. By this method, the exact dispersion rela-
tion for dipole-exchange spin waves is expressed in terms of
a vanishing infinite determinant and an infinite convergent se-
ries. Hence, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be obtained
to various degrees of approximation. This has allowed us to
illustrate the spatial profiles of the spin-wave modes and to un-
derstand the important role played by the competition between
short-range exchange coupling, long-range magnetic dipole-
dipole interactions and perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
in the Fe-N thin film. In particular, a strong hybridization
between the dipole-exchange spin-wave modes, produced by
the off-diagonal parts of the dipolar interaction tensor, has
been observed for in-plane wave vectors k larger than about
105 rad/cm. Noticeably, the hybridization was found to induce
a very large gap (ν ≈ 5 GHz) between the frequencies of
the spin-wave modes at high wave vector (k ≈ 105 rad/cm),
in agreement with the experiment.
FIG. 1. The reference frame. The ferromagnetic film has finite
thickness L in the x direction. A saturating magnetic field H is
applied in plane along the y direction. The in-plane propagation wave
vector of the spin wave k forms an angle ϕ with the equilibrium
magnetization M. In the experiments, the MSSW configuration,
corresponding to ϕ = 90◦, was exploited.
II. EXPERIMENT AND MICROMAGNETIC MODELING
An α-Fe film, with thickness L = 78 nm, has been de-
posited by molecular beam epitaxy on a ZnSe/GaAs (001)
substrate, and protected against oxidation by an 8-nm-thick
gold capping layer. Reflection high-energy electron diffrac-
tion measurements indicated that the [110] ([100]) axis of
α-Fe, ZnSe, and GaAs were parallel to each other. Ion im-
plantation was performed at room temperature with nitrogen
molecular ions N+2 accelerated to 40 keV with a fluence
of 5.3 × 1016 ions/cm2. The ion current density was kept
below 3 μA/cm2 and the targets were not cooled during
implantation. The crystal structure of the sample was stud-
ied by means of x-ray diffraction measurements in the out-
of-plane direction using monochromatized Cu Kα radiation
in a high-resolution SmartLab diffractometer. More details
about implantation and structural studies are given in [16]
and in [25]. The formation of a body-centered tetragonal N
martensite, with the c axis perpendicular to the film plane and
the c parameter close to that of α′-Fe8N, has been observed.
BLS measurements were performed in the backscattering con-
figuration, focusing about 200 mW of monochromatic light
(wavelength λ = 532 nm) onto the sample surface. The scat-
tered light was frequency analyzed by a Sandercock-type 3 +
3-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer [26,27]. The SW
dispersion relation was measured in the MSSW configuration,
applying the external magnetic field parallel to the y axis, and
sweeping the in-plane wave vector along the perpendicular
direction (i.e., ϕ = 90◦ in Fig. 1). Because of the conservation
of the in-plane momentum in the scattering process, the wave-
vector magnitude k is linked to the incidence angle of light θI
by the simple relation k = (4π/λ) sin θI . The intensity of the
magnetic field was fixed to H = 4kOe to ensure the in-plane
saturation of the sample, while the wave vector k was swept
in the range between 0 and 2 × 105 rad/cm.
Micromagnetic simulations have been performed using
the GPU-accelerated software [19] MuMax3. The simulated
material parameters were set to the following values ob-
tained by previous investigations [15–18]: saturation mag-
netization Ms = 1700 emu/cm3, exchange constant Aex =
1.8 × 10−6 erg/cm, out-of-plane anisotropy constant Ku =
4.9 × 106 erg/cm3. The Gilbert damping parameter was set
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to α = 0.001. To calculate the dependence of the modes
frequencies for different values of the wave vector, a stripe
geometry was considered, with a length of 6.72 μm (along
z), a width of 20 nm (along y) and a thickness of 78 nm,
discretized in 2048 × 2 × 32 cells, respectively, and in-plane
periodic boundary conditions were applied. In order to excite
spin waves, a sinc-shaped field pulse b(t ) = b0 sin[2π f0(t−t0 )][2π f0(t−t0 )] ,
directed perpendicularly to the sample plane, with amplitude
b0 = 100 Oe and frequency f0 = 45 GHz, was applied in the
center of the simulated area in a region having a size of 20 and
105 nm along the z and y directions, respectively. To mimic
the limited penetration depth of light into the Fe-N film in the
BLS experiments, the dispersion relation was calculated by
performing a Fourier transform of the out-of-plane component
of the magnetization both in space and time, considering only
those simulation cells located in the top 20-nm layer.
III. DIPOLE-EXCHANGE SPIN-WAVE THEORY
A theory of dipole-exchange spin waves propagating in
plane in a tangentially magnetized thin ferromagnetic film
[20–24] has been applied to calculate both the dispersion
curves and the spatial profiles of the spin-wave modes. The
film, see Fig. 1, is supposed to have a finite thickness L
in the x direction, and to be infinite in the yz plane. A
saturating dc magnetic field H = Hey is applied in the film
plane in the positive direction of the y axis, so that the
equilibrium magnetization is M = Msey (where Ms is the
saturation magnetization). The uniaxial magnetic anisotropy
Ku favors the out-of-plane (OOP) direction x. The in-plane
(IP) axis z coincides with the direction of the positive wave
vector k of a plane spin wave in the MSSW configuration
(ϕ = 90◦). The magnetization dynamics are described by the
linearized Landau-Lifshitz equations of motion [20]
∂m
∂t
= γ [M × heff + m × Heff ], (1)
where m(t ) is the dynamic magnetization vector, perpendic-
ular to the static magnetization vector M = Msey, and having
cartesian components mx (the OOP component) and mz (the
IP one). The dynamic effective field heff = hd + hex + ha is
the sum of the variable dipolar field, exchange field, and
crystallographic anisotropy field, respectively. The static ef-
fective field Heff = H + Hd + Ha is the sum of the external
dc applied field, a constant dipolar field and a constant field of
crystallographic anisotropy.
The equations of motion for the magnetization (1) are
solved simultaneously with the Maxwell’s equations of mag-
netostatics using the Green’s function technique [20–24]. The
solution to Eq. (1) is searched for in the form of a Fourier
expansion in plane waves [22,24]
m(r, t ) =
∑
k
mk (x, t )e−ik·r + c.c., (2)
where r = (y, z) and k = k(cos ϕ, sin ϕ), see Fig. 1. The
coefficients of the expansion, nonuniform across the film
thickness, are expressed as [22,24]
mk (x, t ) =
∑
n,p
m
(p)
nk (t )S(p)n (x), (3)
where the spin-wave modes S(p)n (x) (p = 1, 2) are orthogonal
in the interval 0 < x < L and satisfy the exchange boundary
conditions [22,24]. In the case of totally unpinned surface
spins (∂m/∂x|(x=0,L) = 0), one has [22,24]
S(1,2)n (x)= (ex ± ez )
1√
1 + δ0n
cos
(
nπx
L
)
n=0, 1, 2, · · · .
(4)
In this way, the Landau-Lifshitz equations of motion (1) are
converted [22] in a system of equations for the spin-wave
amplitudes m(p)
nk (t ) = eiωt m(p)nk
∂
∂t
m
(1)
n′k + ian′km(1)n′k + ibm(2)n′k
+ i
∑
n
[
m
(1)
nk Cnn′ + m(2)nk (pnn′ + qnn′ )
] = 0, (5)
∂
∂t
m
(2)
n′k − ib∗m(1)n′k − ian′km(2)n′k
− i
∑
n
[
m
(1)
nk (p∗nn′ − q∗nn′ ) + m(2)nk Cnn′
] = 0. (6)
The first two coefficients of the spin-wave amplitudes
in Eqs. (5) and (6) take the form [22] ank = nk +
ωM
2 − ωU2 and b = ωM2 − ωU2 , where one has defined the
circular frequencies nk = ωH + ωMα[k2 + ( nπL )2], ωH =
γ H, ωM = γ 4πMs, and ωU = γ 2KuMs . The exchange param-
eter α = l2ex is the square of the exchange length lex =√
Aex/Kd , where Aex is the exchange energy per unit length
and Kd = 2πM2s is the dipolar energy per unit volume. H
is the intensity of the external dc bias field, 4πMs is the
static dipolar field, and 2Ku/Ms is an effective static field
associated with the out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy, favoring
the x direction. The other three coefficients in Eqs. (5) and (6)
take the form
Cnn′ = −
ωM
2
(1 − sin2 ϕ)Pnn′ ,
pnn′ = −
ωM
2
(1 + sin2 ϕ)Pnn′ , qnn′ = −2ωM sin ϕ Qnn′ .
(7)
In the case of unpinned surface spins, the explicit expres-
sions [21] for the dimensionless dipolar factors Pnn′ and Qnn′
(n, n′ = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) are given in Appendix A. They have the
following properties: Pn′n = Pnn′ and Qn′n = −Qnn′ . Moreover,
it can be shown that Pn,n′ = 0 if n is even but n′ is odd (or vice
versa); whereas, one has Qn,n′ = 0 if both n and n′ are even
(or both odd). The infinite system of equations (5) (6) can be
rewritten in matrix form
ω|mk〉 = Ck|mk〉, (8)
where the column vector |mk〉 contains all the spin-wave
amplitudes (m(1)0k , m(2)0k , m(1)1k , m(2)1k , m(1)2k , m(2)2k , · · · ) and the
square infinite matrix Ck contains all the coefficients of the
spin-wave amplitudes in the system of Eqs. (5) and (6).
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Explicitly, Ck takes the peculiar block form
Ck =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−(a0k + C00) −(b + p00) 0 −q10 −C20 −p20 · · ·
(b + p00) (a0k + C00) −q10 0 p20 C20 · · ·
0 −q01 −(a1k + C11) −(b + p11) 0 −q21 · · ·
−q01 0 (b + p11) (a1k + C11) −q21 0 · · ·
−C02 −p02 0 −q12 −(a2k + C22) −(b + p22) · · ·
p02 C02 −q12 0 (b + p22) (a2k + C22) · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (9)
The eigenvalues of Ck provide the angular frequencies of
the dipole-exchange spin-wave modes, while the eigenvectors
provide the spin-wave amplitudes. Note that the eigenvalues
occur in pairs of opposite sign, corresponding to spin waves
propagating in opposite directions [28]. It is fundamental to
observe that the hybridization between different spin-wave
modes is taken into account through the matrix elements
containing the off-diagonal dipole factors: namely, Pnn′ and
Qnn′ with n = n′.
In general, within this theoretical approach [20–24], the
problem of determining the whole spectrum of the eigenvalues
of the infinite matrix Ck cannot be solved exactly. To this
regard, it is worth citing an alternative approach [29] which
allows the exact calculation of all the spin-wave eigenfrequen-
cies of a layered magnetic structure through the numerical
solution of a finite system of linear equations. Note, however,
that from Eq. (9) an approximate analytical expression can
be obtained setting to zero all the off-diagonal blocks in
the infinite matrix Ck: namely, setting Pnn′ = 0 and Qnn′ = 0
with n = n′. Physically, this is equivalent to neglecting any
hybridization between different spin-wave modes. In this way,
the angular frequencies of the independent dipole-exchange
spin-wave modes take the simple analytic form [20–24]
ω2nk = [nk + ωM (1 − Pnn) − ωU ][nk + ωMPnn sin2 ϕ]
(n = 0, 1, 2, · · · ). (10)
In Appendix B, the influence of both the exchange and the
perpendicular anisotropy on the dispersion of the independent
spin-wave modes (Fig. 7) has been discussed.
Using the analytical expression (10) for independent
modes, the frequency of the DE surface mode and of the
perpendicular standing spin-wave modes (n-PSSW) charac-
terized by n nodes of the magnetization oscillation through
the film thickness, can be obtained for n = 0 and n = 0, re-
spectively. In contrast, setting Pnn′ = 0 and Qnn′ = 0 with n =
n′, the hybridization between a finite number of spin-wave
modes (the ones with lower energies in the spectrum) can
approximately be taken into account [20–24] by numerically
calculating the eigenvalues of a finite square submatrix of Ck .
We have checked that, for Fe films in the thickness range
where dipole-exchange spin-wave theory holds, the lowest-
frequency spin-wave modes numerically calculated through
the method [20–24] agree very well with the exact results
provided by Hillebrands’ method [29].
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 reports a sequence of BLS spectra taken for
different values of the incidence angle of light (corresponding
to different values of the wave vector k) applying an in-plane
magnetic field H = 4 kOe. Note that the peaks appearing
in the Stokes or anti-Stokes side, and corresponding to spin
waves propagating in opposite directions [28], are rather dif-
ferent. In particular, there is an intense peak on the anti-Stokes
side, tagged by an asterisk, that corresponds to a much less
intense peak on the Stokes side. Its frequency increases with
the wave number, as expected for a DE surface mode. In
contrast, the peak that lies at the lowest frequency for most
of the k values corresponds to the 1-PSSW mode, as it will
FIG. 2. Brillouin light scattering (BLS) spectra taken for differ-
ent values of the in-plane transferred wave vector k applying an
in-plane magnetic field H = 4 kOe. The asterisk marks the surface
DE mode.
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FIG. 3. Comparison between the BLS measured (dots) and the
simulated (color plot) frequencies plotted in a log scale as a function
of the wave vector k. Full dots indicate the most intense peak on each
side of the measured spectra. The amplitude of the simulated modes,
normalized to the maximum amplitude, is plotted in a log scale. The
intensity of the in-plane applied magnetic field is H = 4 kOe.
be clarified later on. This mode has the larger intensity on
the Stokes side and exhibits an opposite frequency evolution
with the wave vector if compared to the DE mode. The
other two peaks, labeled 2-PSSW and 3-PSSW, whose spatial
profiles will also be analyzed further on, correspond to modes
characterized by an almost dispersionless behavior, and have
a slightly larger intensity on the Stokes and anti-Stokes side,
respectively.
In Fig 3, the measured (dots) evolution of the frequen-
cies with the wave vector is compared with the results of
micromagnetic simulations (color plot). It can be seen that
not only the measured frequencies are well reproduced in the
simulations, but also the intensity of the calculated curves
agrees quite well with the relative intensity of the measured
peaks in BLS spectra. In particular, for positive (negative)
values of k, corresponding to the Stokes (anti-Stokes) side of
the experimental spectra, the 1-PSSW (DE) mode is always
the most intense peak. The 2-PSSW and 3-PSSW modes have
a very small intensity for low values of k, while they become
more intense on increasing k. In addition, one can note that
the DE mode at zero wave vector starts at a frequency close to
the 1-PSSW one; however, while the DE mode exhibits a large
positive frequency dispersion and group velocity, the 1-PSSW
has a negative frequency evolution with k. In addition, a
crossing between the DE and the 1-PSSW (at about 0.6 × 104
rad/cm) and the 2-PSSW (at about 3.5 × 104 rad/cm) is
clearly observed in both the experiment and the simulations.
In order to gain better insight into the above-
discussed characteristics of the modes, we exploited the
FIG. 4. Comparison between the experimental data (open sym-
bols) and the theoretical frequencies (continuous lines) calculated
(a) using the independent dipole-exchange spin-wave model and
(b) taking into account the hybridization between the three lowest
spin-wave modes. The experimental frequencies are the average of
the measured Stokes and anti-Stokes values. The intensity of the
in-plane applied magnetic field is H = 4 kOe.
dipole-exchange spin-wave theory to calculate both the
spin-wave dispersion relations and the spatial profiles, across
the film thickness, of the dynamic magnetization components
for the various SW modes. The magnetic parameters used
in the calculations were the same as in the micromagnetic
simulations.
In Fig. 4(a), the BLS measurements are compared with
the dispersion relations of the four lowest-lying independent
modes, calculated using the approximate analytic expression
[Eq. (10) or, equivalently, Eq. (B1) in Appendix B] [20–24].
One can clearly see that, with the exception of the 3-PSSW
mode, the independent mode approach is not able to reproduce
the experimental results. In fact, especially for large wave-
vector values, the calculated dispersion presents a crossing
between the DE mode and the 1-PSSW and the 2-PSSW ones,
which has not been observed in the BLS data.
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FIG. 5. The distribution of the two dynamic magnetization components, namely the out-of-plane one mxk (x) (OOP, black line) and
the in-plane one mzk (x) (IP, red line), across the film thickness (0 < x/L < 1), for the various points denoted by capital letters (A, A′, A′′),
(B, B′, B′′), etc. in the dispersion curves of Fig. 4. The intensity of the in-plane applied magnetic field is H = 4 kOe.
Therefore, the spin-wave dispersion curves were recalcu-
lated in the framework of dipole-exchange spin-wave theory
by taking into account the hybridization between the three
lowest-frequency modes [Fig. 4(b)]. Note that, in this case,
a numerical calculation of νnk was required because the
frequencies of the three modes (DE, 1-PSSW and 2-PSSW)
were obtained as the eigenvalues of a 6 × 6 dynamical
matrix with nonzero off-diagonal blocks. It has been found
that the spin-wave hybridization is due to off-diagonal con-
tributions of dipolar origin (i.e., the dimensionless factors
Pnn′ and Qnn′ with n = n′, defined by Eqs. (A1) and (A2) in
Appendix A).
Comparing Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), it appears that the mode
hybridization is crucial to obtaining a good agreement with the
experimental results. In particular, we found that crossings of
the different modes take place at values of k in the range of 104
rad/cm, where the dipole-dipole branch repulsion is so small
that it causes the opening of tiny “gaps” in the spin-wave spec-
trum, hardly visible on the scale of Fig. 4. For larger values of
k, instead, the dipolar interaction becomes so relevant that the
modes repulsion reaches values of several GHz (ν ≈ 5 GHz
for k ≈ 105 rad/cm) and, as a consequence, the modes evolve
keeping far apart from each other. Remarkably, the 1-PSSW
mode assumes a negative slope to maximize the distance from
the next PSSW one at large k values. The modulus of the
negative group velocity of the 1-PSSW mode can be estimated
to be vg = 2π |ν/k| ≈ 2.2 km/s, in the appropriate wave-
vector range (1.25 < k < 2.5) × 105 rad/cm, where the ν
vs k dispersion relation exhibits an almost linear behavior.
In contrast, the DE mode exhibits a positive group velocity,
whose value decreases from vg ≈ 12.7 km/s at k ≈ 0 to
vg ≈ 0.6 km/s for large wave-vector value. Remarkably, in
the wave-vector range around k ≈ 1.0 × 105 rad/cm the two
modes have a group velocity opposite in sign but equal in
modulus, vg ≈ 1.5 km/s. A deeper insight into the behavior
of the three lowest-energy spin-wave modes can be achieved
looking at Fig. 5, where we show the spatial profile of mk (x)
calculated for selected values of the in-plane wave vector k,
corresponding to relevant points of the calculated spin-wave
dispersion [Fig. 4(b)]. In each panel the black line represents
the distribution, across the film thickness (0 < x/L < 1), of
the out-of-plane dynamic magnetization component mxk (x),
while the red line represents the in-plane one mzk (x). For
k = 0, the lowest frequency mode corresponds to the uniform
mode (point A), while the other two modes are characterized
by one node (point A′) and two nodes (point A′′) across the
thickness, as expected for the 1-PSSW and 2-PSSW modes,
respectively. As the wave number k is increased, the DE mode
assumes the expected surface character (i.e., it localizes at
x = 0), although its profile is somehow hybridized with that
of the 1-PSSSW mode. In fact, the latter tends to localize, at
large k values, on the opposite film surface (x = L), reflecting
mode repulsion and nonreciprocity opposite to that of the DE
mode, as already put in evidence both in the experiment and
in the micromagnetic simulations. Also the 2-PSSW mode,
although preserving its oscillating behavior, tends to have a
larger amplitude on the same film surface as the 1-PSSW
mode.
The above behavior can be further explained observing the
evolution as a function of k of the diagonal dipolar factors
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FIG. 6. Wave-vector dependence of the calculated diagonal
(a) and off-diagonal (b) dimensionless dipolar factors, respectively
defined in Eqs. (A1) and (A2) of Appendix A.
(Pnn), and the off-diagonal ones (Pnn′ and Qnn′ with n = n′),
reported in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively, for the four
lowest-frequency modes (corresponding to n = 0, 1, 2, 3). All
the dimensionless dipolar factors increase in modulus with
increasing the in-plane wave vector k. Moreover, at a fixed
value of k and of the mode index n, the diagonal and off-
diagonal dipolar matrix elements turn out to be comparable in
magnitude, thanks to the presence of a sizable perpendicular
anisotropy and a large saturation magnetization. The latter,
Ms = 1700 emu/cm3 is more than one order of magnitude
larger than in tangentially magnetized YIG films where, in-
deed, much smaller frequency gaps were found (e.g., for k ≈
1 × 105 rad/cm, one has ν ≈ 0.1 GHz in the case of an in-
plane saturated 495-nm-thick YIG film [30], to be compared
with ν ≈ 5 GHz in the case of our Fe-N film). However,
the magnitude of the off-diagonal elements decreases for the
higher order modes, and this explains the fact that the behavior
of the 3-PSSW mode is well described by the theory of
independent modes. Instead, for the low-order modes, DE and
1-PSSW, the independent mode approach (where off-diagonal
dipolar contributions are neglected) provides a quite good
approximation only for small values of the in-plane wave
vector k, whereas at values of k > 105 rad/cm, the modes
hybridization turns out to be quite important. The consequent
strong mode repulsion leads to a relatively large negative
group velocity for the 1-PSSW mode, which is compara-
ble in magnitude, even if opposite in sign, with respect to
that of the DE mode. This means that, different from usual
magnetic films, where all the modes have either positive or
negative group velocity, depending on the choice of ϕ = 90◦
(MSSW geometry) or ϕ = 0◦ (Backward-wave geometry),
respectively, here one could simultaneously excite two modes
with opposite group velocity without changing the geometry.
This could offer opportunities in magnon spintronics. For
instance, one could explore the phenomena of a direct or
reverse Doppler shift of spin waves, where the sign of the
group velocity is a relevant parameter. When a spin wave
interacts with an acoustic wave it can be considered as a
moving Bragg grating, and a Doppler shift takes place in the
experiments [31]. In particular, in order to fulfill the energy
and momentum conservation laws, the spin wave undergoes
a frequency shift equal to the frequency of the acoustic wave.
However, if the group velocity of the spin wave is positive, one
observes a regular Doppler effect, while if it is negative, the
reverse Doppler effect is expected. The latter means that the
frequency shift of the spin wave is positive on a copropagating
acoustic wave, while it is negative on a counter-propagating
acoustic wave.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The spin-wave spectrum of an in-plane magnetized
78-nm-thick Fe-N film has been investigated by comparing
Brillouin scattering experiments, micromagnetic simulations,
and theoretical calculations of dipole-exchange spin-wave
modes. Thanks to the presence of a marked perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy and of a rather high saturation magneti-
zation, the off-diagonal dipolar terms (which might be negligi-
ble in other systems, such as magnetically isotropic films with
a low saturation magnetization and thickness in the μm range)
become relevant as the wave number increases from 104 to
105 rad/cm. In this regime a strong hybridization between
the DE and the 1-PSSW modes has been found. As a con-
sequence, their crossing is avoided and one observes a very
strong mode repulsion (ν ≈ 5 GHz for k ≈ 105 rad/cm),
with a negative group velocity for the lowest frequency mode.
Moreover, in the wave-vector range of about k ≈ 1.0 × 105
rad/cm, the group velocity of the 1-PSSW mode assumes a
value comparable to that of the DE one. The simultaneous
presence of two modes with sizeable but opposite group
velocity could offer opportunities in magnon spintronics, also
considering the fact that FeN films can be prepared on sub-
strates such as GaAs and Si and are, therefore, compatible
with semiconductor components.
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APPENDIX A: EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE
DIPOLAR FACTORS Pnn′ AND Qnn′
In the case of totally unpinned spins on both film surfaces,
the explicit expressions [21] for the dimensionless dipolar
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FIG. 7. Spin-wave dispersion relations of the four lowest-frequency independent spin-wave modes, calculated via the approximate analytic
Eq. (B1) so as to show separately the effect of including the exchange coupling Aex and/or the out-of-plane uniaxial anisotropy Ku: (a) Aex = 0,
Ku = 0; (b) Aex = 0, Ku = 4.9 × 106 erg/cm3; (c) Aex = 1.8 × 10−6 erg/cm, Ku = 0; (d) Aex = 1.8 × 10−6 erg/cm, Ku = 4.9 × 106 erg/cm3.
In all four panels, the black line denotes the DE mode, the red line the 1-PSSW, the blue line the 2-PSSW, and the magenta line the 3-PSSW.
The intensity of the in-plane applied magnetic field is H = 4 kOe.
factors Pnn′ and Qnn′ are
Pnn′ = k
2
k2n′
δnn′ − k
4
k2n k2n′
Fn
1√(1 + δ0n)(1 + δ0n′ )
×
[
1 + (−1)n+n′
2
]
, (A1)
Qnn′ = k
2
k2n′
[ ( n′π
L
)2(
n′π
L
)2 − ( nπL )2
2
kL
− k
2
2k2n
Fn
]
× 1√(1 + δ0n)(1 + δ0n′ )
[
1 − (−1)n+n′
2
]
, (A2)
with n, n′ = 0, 1, 2, · · · and
k2n = k2 +
(nπ
L
)2
, Fn = 2kL [1 − (−1)
ne−kL]. (A3)
From (A1) it appears that Pn′n = Pnn′ ; moreover, one has
Pn,n′ = 0 if n is even but n′ is odd (or vice versa). From (A2)
it follows that Qn′n = −Qnn′ ; moreover, one has Qn,n′ = 0 if
both n and n′ are even (or both odd).
Finally, we quote the diagonal and off-diagonal dipole
factors (together with their expansions in the limit kL 	 1),
which we exploited to calculate the hybridized spin-wave
frequencies of the 78-nm Fe-N film reported in Fig. 4(b).
The lowest-order diagonal dipolar factors [plotted in
Fig. 6(a)] are
P00 = 1 −
(
1 − e−kL
kL
)
≈ kL
2
, (A4)
P11 = k
2[
k2 + (πL )2] −
k4[
k2 + (πL )2]2
[
2
(
1 + e−kL
kL
)]
≈
(
kL
π
)2
, (A5)
P22 = k
2[
k2 + ( 2πL )2] −
k4[
k2 + ( 2πL )2]2
[
2
(
1 − e−kL
kL
)]
≈
(
kL
2π
)2
, (A6)
P33 = k
2[
k2 + ( 3πL )2] −
k4[
k2 + ( 3πL )2]2
[
2
(
1 + e−kL
kL
)]
≈
(
kL
3π
)2
. (A7)
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The lowest-order off-diagonal dipolar factors [plotted in
Fig. 6(b)] are
Q10 = − k
2[
k2 + (πL )2]
[(
1 + e−kL)
kL
]
1√
2
≈ −
√
2
(kL)
π2
,
(A8)
Q21 = k
2[
k2+(πL )2]
[
− 1
3
2
kL
− k
2
2
[
k2+( 2πL )2]
[
2
(
1−e−kL
kL
)]]
≈ −2
3
(kL)
π2
, (A9)
P02 = − k
2[
k2 + ( 2πL )2]
[
2
(
1 − e−kL
kL
)]
1√
2
≈ −
√
2
(
kL
2π
)2
.
(A10)
APPENDIX B: THE EFFECT OF EXCHANGE AND/OR
ANISOTROPY ON THE SPIN-WAVE FREQUENCIES
In this Appendix, we explicitly calculate the frequen-
cies of the independent spin-wave modes using the sim-
ple analytic form (10), obtained [20] imposing the van-
ishing of all the off-diagonal dipolar factors Pnn′ and Qnn′
in the infinite dynamical matrix (9). Please note that in
Eq. (10) one has nk = ωH + ωMα[k2 + ( nπL )2], ωH = γ H,
ωM = γ 4πMs, ωU = γ 2KuMs . The exchange parameter α = l2ex
is related to the exchange length lex =
√
Aex/Kd , where Aex
is the exchange energy per unit length and Kd = 2πM2s is
the dipolar energy per unit volume. H is the intensity of
the external dc bias field, 4πMs is the static dipolar field,
and 2Ku/Ms is an effective static field associated with the
out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy. Therefore, Eq. (10) can be
rewritten in the equivalent form
νnk = γ2π
√
H + 2Aex
Ms
[
k2+
(nπ
L
)2]
+4πMs(1−Pnn)− 2KuMs
×
√
H + 2Aex
Ms
[
k2 +
(nπ
L
)2]
+ 4πMsPnn sin2 ϕ.
(B1)
In Fig. 7, we report the dispersion curves of the four lowest-
energy independent spin-wave modes, calculated using (B1),
where in the MSSW configuration one has ϕ = 90◦, and
n = 0, 1, 2, 3 correspond to the DE, 1-PSSW, 2-PSSW, and
3-PSSW modes, respectively. In order to unravel the influ-
ence of exchange and anisotropy on the spin-wave branches,
the following cases were separately considered: (a) Aex =
0, Ku = 0; (b) Aex = 0, Ku = 4.9 × 106 erg/cm3; (c) Aex =
1.8 × 10−6 erg/cm, Ku = 0; (d) Aex = 1.8 × 10−6 erg/cm,
Ku = 4.9 × 106 erg/cm3. It can be seen that the main effect
of nonzero Aex is to remove the degeneracy, present at k =
0, of the volume magnetostatic modes through the out-of-
plane exchange interaction (compare Figs. 7(a) and 7(c), or
Figs. 7(b) and 7(d). The inclusion of a nonzero perpendic-
ular magnetic anisotropy causes a frequency downshift of
the dispersion branches (compare Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), or
Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)) and a change of group velocity, which
becomes negative at high k for the DE branch. In this way, it
appears clear that in the case of our 78-nm Fe-N film, both
exchange and anisotropy concur to determine the crossing of
the independent spin-wave branches at high wave vector (k >
105 rad/cm). Consequently, a repulsion between the spin-
wave modes is expected, in the same k-range, when hybridiza-
tion is taken into account. In Fig. 4 of the main text we
have shown that this repulsion indeed takes place, and it is
very strong owing to the k-dependence of the off-diagonal
dimensionless dipolar factors Pnn′ and Qnn′ with n = n′ (see
Fig. 6).
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